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"The $2.5-billion rice and grains category is experiencing
modest growth thanks in part to a generally healthy image

and consumer interest in exploring an increasingly wide
range of cuisines incorporating rice or grain."

- John Owen, Senior Food & Drink Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Modest pace of growth continues
• Dry rice and oats are household staples, others have room to grow
• Despite generally healthy image, opportunity for more specific education

The $2.5-billion rice and grains category is experiencing modest growth thanks in part to a generally
healthy image and consumer interest in exploring an increasingly wide range of cuisines incorporating
rice or grain. Category competitors can encourage further growth by highlighting specific nutrition
benefits, encouraging further culinary exploration, and launching new convenient products that expand
rice and grains into new use occasions.
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Rice and grains as a portable snack or away-from-home lunch

Free-from an increasingly common theme in NPD, label communications
Figure 21: Top claims for rice and instant rice, 2010-15
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Among grains, and interest highest for quinoa and chia seeds

Opportunity to pair rice and grains with a wide range of cuisines

Dry rice and oats are household staples, others have room to grow
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Younger adults purchase wider array of rice and grain
Figure 23: Purchase of rice, by age, January 2016
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Households with more kids use more rice and grain products
Figure 25: Purchase of rice, by number of children under 18 in household, January 2016
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Hispanics more likely to purchase most rice and grain products
Figure 27: Purchase of rice (flavored varieties), by race/Hispanic origin, January 2016
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Figure 29: Purchase of grain, by race/Hispanic origin, January 2016
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Convincing consumers on texture and meal suitability is key
Figure 30: Grains purchase – CHAID – Tree output, January 2016

As a side dish at dinner remains the most common rice/grain occasion
Figure 31: How and when rice and grains are consumed, January 2016

Not just dinner: Snacking, lunch important occasions for young adults
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Convenience and suitability are strong points for rice
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Figure 34: Attributes associated with rice and grains II, January 2016

Correspondence analysis: Grains and rice attributes

Methodology
Figure 35: Correspondence analysis – Grains and rice attributes, January 2016

Rice and grains seen as a healthier alternative to pasta
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Figure 52: MULO sales of dry rice, by leading companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2014 and 2015

Figure 53: MULO sales of dry rice mixes/ready-to-serve rice, by leading companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2014 and 2015

CHAID data
Figure 54: Grains and rice purchases – CHAID – Table output, January 2016
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